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modern fighters, and indeed the ability of the country to establish and sustain two fighter 
manufacturers, will come from is not clear. Defence budgets have remained effectively flat for a long 
time, and with the economy flagging, an increase in capital outlay is not likely. Procurement funding 
will also necessarily have to compete with funding for research and development for upcoming 
domestic projects such as the redesigned LCA Mk.2 and fifth-generation Advanced Medium Combat 
Aircraft (AMCA). 

Finally, even if all near-term procurements proceed to plan, there is still a ‘ramp up’ period to 
contend with — the training of air and ground crew, building of infrastructure and actually 
operationalising new types will pose their own challenges that will slow the effective rate of force 
accretion. 

In the neighbourhood 
Meanwhile, the Pakistan Air Force (PAF) and China’s People’s Liberation Army Air Force 

(PLAAF) are not standing still. The PAF is saddled with a number of legacy issues that are similar to 
the IAF. However, with the Sino-Pak JF-17 available cheaply and in numbers, alongwith access to a 
wide range of Chinese weaponry developed for the type, Pakistan is well placed to recapitalise a 
significant proportion of its air force with a relatively modern aircraft. Development and production of 
the JF-17 can be extended to replace the PAF’s Mirage fleet at short notice as well, if so required. And 
as China ramps up its fifth-generation aircraft programmes and unit costs drop, there is little doubt 
these platforms will also find their way to Pakistan. 

The PLAAF’s growth has been well documented. And in addition to a fourth and fifth generation 
re-equipment programme, the service benefits from a large number of force multipliers, including 
tankers, surveillance and control aircraft, and long-range bombers. While primarily oriented toward 
taking on the U.S. military in the Pacific and beyond, China’s formidable aerial arsenal cannot be 
ignored in New Delhi. 

So as the IAF gets ready to welcome its new acquisitions, it should be clear about the challenges it 
faces at a time when India’s strategic and operational environment is undergoing a dramatic 
transformation. Ad hocism should give way to strategic thinking if these challenges are to be 
effectively met. 
(Harsh V. Pant is Director, Studies at Observer Research Foundation, New Delhi and Professor at 
King’s College London. Angad Singh is a Project Coordinator with the Observer Research 
Foundation) 
https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/op-ed/looking-beyond-the-rafale/article29683464.ece 
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Tue, 15 Oct 2019 

Kashmir, drone threat from Pakistan  
top focus of 3-day army conference 

During the three-day conference, top officers of the Indian Army will discuss ways to prevent 
Pakistani drones from infiltrating India apart from analysing the security situation in Kashmir 

By Abhishek Bhalla 
       HIGHLIGHTS 
• Top officers of Indian Army discussed ways to prevent Pakistani drones from entering Kashmir 
• Army officers also reviewed the security situation in Kashmir 
• They are likely to discuss about increasing age of retirement for certain specialised cadre 

New Delhi: Finding ways to stop Pakistan from using drones to airdrop ammunition and drugs in 
Kashmir valley was one of the key issues discussed on the first day of the three-day Army 
Commanders' Conference in New Delhi. 

The heightened security challenges in Kashmir after the abrogation of Article 370 was another 
important issue that was on the agenda on Monday. It is likely that top officers of the Indian Army will 
be discussing plans and strategies to prevent such incidents on the second and third days of the 
conference as well. 

An overall security analysis will be done focusing on the situation in Kashmir and the Line of 
Control (LoC) as Pakistan continues to make several attempts to push infiltration and use drones to 
airdrop ammunition, drugs, and counterfeit currency. 

"Additional surveillance means to detect the use of drones and the situation in Kashmir will be 
among the important areas. There will also be HR issues like increasing the retiring age of soldiers that 
will be discussed," said an army official. 

DRONES IN FOCUS 
The use of drones particularly in Punjab had recently alarmed security agencies. Punjab police 

busted a module linked Pakistan-backed Khalistan Zindabad Force involved in the dropping of arms 
and ammunition from drones. Four people were arrested in the case. 

An army official said such use of drones has not been seen at the LoC and is restricted to the 
International Border (IB) till now. "If it is observed anywhere near the LoC it will be shot down." 

The use of Artificial Intelligence (AI) for a more robust surveillance mechanism to detect such arms 
and ammunition laden drones will also be discussed. The army is looking at inducting systems for AI 
within the next two years as the roadmap for its implementation is being finalised. 

The other key area of discussion will be on increasing the age of retirement of certain specialised 
cadre at the soldier level like nursing assistants, those working with electronic and mechanical 
engineering branches, drivers to name a few. 

The proposal is to enhance it to the age of 55-58 and the modalities are still being discussed at 
various levels. Currently, soldiers retire in the age group of 35-37. 
https://www.indiatoday.in/india/story/kashmir-drone-threat-from-pakistan-top-focus-of-3-day-army-
conference-1609405-2019-10-15 
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Though he termed the port call of USS Emory as a goodwill visit, he also added that it was part of 
the US-India defence cooperation gesture. 

According to Captain Luckett, commanding officer of the ship, USS Emory is part of the US 
Pacific Fleet, and is S. Land or submarine tender ship. 

The 645-feet vessel that displaces over 22,000 tonnes of seawater when fully loaded, carries over 
500 crew members and officers, which includes about 100 women sailors and officers. 

Describing the operational capacity of the ship, Captain Luckett, said it is the lead ship in its class 
and specialises in carrying consumables, electricity, water, ordnance, spares, medical and mails for its 
submarine fleet. 

“As part of our port call we are in discussion with the Indian Navy’s submarine fleet on mutual 
cooperation and collaboration,” he said. 
https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/andhra-pradesh/india-us-defence-ties-are-set-to-flourish-
says-consul-general/article29684165.ece 

 

 
Tue, 15 Oct 2019 

China’s J-20 Fighter May Have Entered Mass 
Production With Increased Deployment 

China's J-20 stealth fighter jet may have entered mass-production following its induction into an 
“ace unit” of the People's Liberation Army - Air Force (PLA-AF). 

With the J-20 fighter jets, the ace unit, which enjoys the honor of shooting down or damaging 59 
enemy aircraft, will be able to better perform their duties of safeguarding national sovereignty, 
security and territorial integrity, Global Times quoted Shen Jinke, the spokesperson for the PLA –AF 
as saying Sunday. 

In July this year, there were reports that the J-20 had been deployed to the country's Eastern Theatre 
Command, which overseas Beijing’s muscle-flexing over Taiwan and the South China Sea. 

Last month, a formation of seven J-20s flew over Beijing in PLA-AF markings giving the clearest 
indication yet that the stealth jets, which Beijing considers a competitor to the US’ F-35, had 
completed its development program and was in active service with the nation’s air force. 

The production number for the J-20s are not known but could run into hundreds over the next few 
years as China aims to retire older generation jets such as J-11 and stop imports of advanced jets from 
Russia. 

While China considers the J-20 a match or more for the F-35, China’s closest adversary, Taiwan 
feels its recently ordered F-16V jets from the US are more than a match for the J-20, given their ability 
to network with other battlefield assets and their latest generation armaments. 
http://www.defencenews.in/article/China%e2%80%99s-J-20-Fighter-May-Have-Entered-Mass-
Production-With-Increased-Deployment-737450 
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Tue, 15 Oct 2019 

China reveals 'Harbin Z-20 helo', a clone  
of the American Seahawk Helicopter 

China’s state media has revealed details about the Harbin Z-20 medium-lift transport helicopter, 
two weeks after it made its debut at a military parade marking the country’s 70th anniversary. 

A fly-by-wire flight control system is among the features of the Z-20, according to Li Linhua, chief 
technology expert at the Helicopter Research and Development Institute of China’s Aviation Industry 
Corporation, or AVIC, the Chinese state-owned aerospace and defense conglomerate of which 
manufacturer Harbin Aircraft Industry Group is a subsidiary. 

Li added that the use of fly-by-wire technology reduces the Z-20′s overall weight and makes it 
easier to fly, according to newspaper China Daily, which also quoted Chen Guang, vice general 
manager of AVIC’s helicopter subsidiary Avicopter, as saying that the Z-20 was an indigenous 
product designed and built exclusively by AVIC. 

Nevertheless, the Z-20, which is powered by a pair of turboshaft engines reportedly designated the 
WZ-10, bears a striking resemblance to the Sikorsky S-70 Black Hawk family in terms of general 
layout, aesthetics and size. China’s People’s Liberation Army operates the demilitarized version of the 
Black Hawk sold by the United States in the 1990s. 

Rumors of the Z-20 program began as far back as 2013, and sightings of a likely prototype as well 
as satellite photos began soon after. Following a development and test phase, the Z-20 was reported to 
have entered limited service with the People’s Liberation Army’s aviation arm in late 2017 or early 
2018. 

The AVIC officials were speaking at the fifth China Helicopter Exposition in Tianjin, China. Army 
Z-20s were present at both the static and flying displays at the event, which took place Oct. 10-14. 

Meanwhile, open-source imagery suggests China is also developing a maritime variant of the Z-20 
for use on board the People’s Liberation Army Navy’s warships. Tentatively designated the Z-20F, 
photos of what appears to be the prototype airframe were recently posted online. 

The photos show a gray Z-20 with modifications for shipboard operations, such as a cut-down rear 
horizontal stabilizer, and a tailwheel that has been relocated forward to the front of the tailboom, 
similar to the Seahawk helicopters of the U.S. Navy. 

Possible equipment on board the prototype, which sported a nose-mounted air-data probe for flight 
tests, included a small belly radar housing as well as a pair of cheek-mounted housings that is likely to 
contain phased array radars when in service. A dorsal dome mounted behind the rotor hub is likely for 
satellite communication equipment. 

The Z-20F is expected to perform anti-submarine warfare, search and rescue missions, and other 
shipboard operations on the Chinese Type 055 cruisers and aircraft carriers. The service has operated 
the smaller and more limited Harbin Z-9, itself a copy of the Eurocopter (now Airbus Helicopters) 
Dauphin on board its surface combatants. 

The new type is also likely to embark on board some of the later Type 052D destroyers of China’s 
naval force. At least seven ships of this class are under production at Chinese shipyards with a longer 
helicopter deck compared to earlier ships, to account for the larger footprint of the Z-20F compared to 
the Z-9. 
http://www.defencenews.in/article/China-reveals-Harbin-Z-20-helo,-a-clone-of-the-American-
Seahawk-Helicopter-737451 
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Sino-Pak axis plans to sell arms to third  
countries like Nigeria and Myanmar 

The Sino-Pak military axis is now eyeing export markets in third countries in India’s 
neighbourhood and among New Delhi’s traditional defence partners in Africa. 

The subject of Chinese fighter aircraft and other military hardware supplied to Pakistan for exports 
to third countries figured high on the agenda of Pakistan Army chief’s visit to Beijing last week, ET 
has learnt. 

ET has also learnt that Pakistan plans to sell batches of JF-17 Thunder fighters that it has built with 
Chinese assistance to India’s neighbour Myanmar and Nigeria, India’s old defence partner in Africa. 

Myanmar has already purchased four JF-17s through Chinese assistance. Pakistan also plans to 
export JF-17 to Malaysia and Azerbaijan as well as additional fighter jets to Nigeria, which now has 
three JF-17s, ET has learnt. 
http://www.defencenews.in/article/Sino-Pak-axis-plans-to-sell-arms-to-third-countries-like-Nigeria-
and-Myanmar-737443 

 

 
Tue, 15 Oct 2019 

As part of Indian Navy's overseas deployment,  
first training squadron ships visit Tanzania 

During the visit, the 1TS ships would be undertaking port calls  
at Dar Es Salaam on October 14 and Zanzibar from Tuesday 

New Delhi: As part of Indian Navy's overseas deployment, four indigenously built ships of its First 
Training Squadron Tir, Sujata and Shardul and Indian Coast Guard ship Sarathi, are visiting Tanzania 
from October 14-17, officials said Monday. 

During the visit, the 1TS ships would be undertaking port 
calls at Dar Es Salaam on October 14 and Zanzibar from 
October 15-17, they said. The senior officer of First Training 
Squadron is Captain Varun Singh, who is also commanding 
officer of INS Tir. 

The Indian Navy's First Training Squadron, under the flag 
officer commanding-in-chief, Southern Naval Command 
based at Kochi, imparts training to officer cadets of the 
Indian Navy, Indian Coast Guard and those from friendly foreign countries, the Navy said in a 
statement. 

The training curriculum includes subjects like seamanship, navigation, ship-handling, boat work 
and engineering, imparted on board the 1TS ships, and sail training on board Navy's Sail Training 
Ships Tarangini and Sudarshini. 
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